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     Abstract  

Cloud computing and DVFS appeared as emerging technology makes organizations use 

software, hardware, Applications with absence of increased cost through internet. Fog 

computing brought computer services like storage, processing etc near to the end user 

device. Implementing the DVFS technique in cloud computing we can achieve 

significant reduction in power consumption in cloud computing servers and devices. 

Cloud computing and fo computing provide reliable, stable and efficient computing 

environment for user, because of this more user tend to adapt cloud computing 

environment at their workplaces. Cloud computing along with fog computing develop 

new opportunities for the businesses and IT sector. Advancement of digital devices and 

networking technologies lead to implementation of data centric task. These factors 

leads for the need of energy efficient task scheduling scheme for data center. Task 

scheduling algorithm is very important in cloud computing environment. Till now tasks 

scheduling issue is crucial issues in cloud computing architecture. Critical challenge 

with cloud computing service provider, effectively & efficiently use the computing 

resources like cloud servers, network, storage, processors, bandwidth etc so that all 

computing resources are more efficiently used. For decreasing execution cost of the 

workload task scheduling within the specified time and cost, Advance task scheduling 

algorithm is devised.  
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                                         CHAPTER 1   

                                    INTRODUCTION    

1.1 Cloud Computing    

For the last more than twenty years World Wide Web developer have used images of cloud 

to demonstrate extremely greater number of communication details which takes place in 

network [33].  

These communication details along with data flow across the World Wide Web network. 

With the advancement in the field of engineering of the computer devices computer 

services which includes the data processing, storage etc are easily provided to users.  

                      

                                        Figure 1.1 Cloud Computing   

Cloud is believed to have been developed way back 1960 to enable people to process and 

share data across network ARPANET. Cloud Computing allow any user having debit/credit 

card to access the services like processing, storage , database and access to other resources 

as well as these as long as user need these.   
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Based on various factors such as location, usage of computing resources by cloud services 

can be categorized into different categories such as [34]:    

 

1. Public cloud – Providing computer resources usage allowance to public. These services 

most often are maintained by the big enterprises and their resources are shared by their 

customers.  

2. Private cloud – Intending computer resources for exclusive single specific organization. 

These services which includes data storage, processing of data and applications are 

shared by member of particular specific organization for various reasons such as security 

and to assure that these resources comply with various regulations.  

3. Hybrid cloud – Combining features of both public cloud private. Like as enterprise may 

use resources of its own private cloud and also use public cloud with more capacity while 

maximum load on its cloud servers.    

  

                                 

                                         Figure 1.2 Hybrid Private and Public Cloud  

  

4. Multi cloud –Using multiple cloud such as public, private and hybrid resources in a 

single heterogeneous architecture. There is similarity between multi cloud and hybrid 

cloud as users uses more than one service at the same time. Although while multi cloud 

not support the integration with public and private cloud as hybrid cloud does.  
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1.1.1 Cloud Service Models   

Cloud resources and services are implemented according to user requirements. The services 

includes the following [21] [34]:    

                                               

  

                                           Figure 1.3 Cloud Platform  

1. Software as a Service (SaaS)     

SaaS modal enables an organization to provide their software on demand to user. In general 

in SaaS modal content is provided using web which users can access with the use of web 

browser.  

                                                                                                             

                                              Figure 1.4 SaaS  
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2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)    

PaaS modal provides the hardware resources like servers, operating system, database and 

developer tools to enable developers implement their client solution. Engineers need not to 

worry about worry about hardware upgrade. They can focus on their developed 

applications.  

                                

                                                        Figure 1.5 PaaS   

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)     

Modal enables organization provide their data centers virtually in the network. It enables 

the developers to install their operating system, database, softwares.                                                                                  

                                           

                                                       Figure 1.6 IaaS  
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1.1.2 Characteristics of Cloud Environments    

As per NIST, most essential characteristic for cloud which are following:  

1. On demand Self Service:     

On demand self-service users can register themselves without user interaction with 

enterprise agent and can facilitate themselves with services provided by enterprises under 

the same network internet.  

2. Broad network access:     

Users access the World Wide Web network and services provided using internet. Users 

from different places are served by the same server providing storage and other resources.    

3. Rapid services expansion:     

User services can be scaled which means resources and services can be easily configured 

and released automatically in elastic way. User can experience unlimited ability for 

obtaining services in any quantity.    

4. Measured service:    

  

Environment where user need to pay only for the resources and given specific period of 

times with all the tracking of the storage capacity, computing, bandwidth. This makes the 

results transparent between the supplier and user fair basis for which invoice is made.    

As we can see computing market is expanding and growing year after years and enterprises 

are becoming more aware of cost saving benefit of using cloud services. With latest 

hardware services, enterprises are able to use these resources without any additional cost.  

This eventually also reduces the costly deployment and cost of maintenance of servers.    
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1.2 Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS)     

  

                                        

                                 Figure 1.7 DVFS – Power Usage with respect to time 

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [24] is methodology to decrease the 

energy or power usage in the chip based integrated circuit used in devices like processor 

based devices or system by altering the processer working frequency scheduling 

algorithms. [25] It is the combination of the dynamic voltage scaling. This combination of 

both help to 7save the usage of the power consumption in the devices or system. Power 

usage consumption in the devices or system. Power usage consumption reduction is similar 

to the process same as in the way we turn off the devices or system. [26]Power reduction 

can be achieved by decreasing or increasing the frequency at which the processor run. 

Eventually this process also increases the total run time of the battery operated device or 

system. Advantages of the reduction of the power usage that the devices will generate less 

heating effect. This will eventually need to use less fan or cooling done as there is less 

amount of heat generated. [27] This is actually adjustment of power consumption and speed 

configuration on processors to make the resource allotment to every task along with 

increase power usage saving when these resources not required. This technique enables 

devices to complete needed task with lower amount of required power as compare to 

devices operating without DVFS technique.   
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                                           Figure 1.8 DVFS Energy Graph   

This technology [28] is almost used in almost all computer oriented hardware to increase 

the power savings along with increase in device battery life to get more battery power while 

maintaining computing performance availability. Any device which are not being in use 

condition must change its state to a low power usage mode stopping request from other 

applications. Multimedia [29] applications needs higher power consumption as device 

power consumption increases and reaches higher power usage state it start creating more 

heat because of heating effect during higher processing at processor while using 

applications such as video and gaming which normally requires more computation. The 

noise along with higher power consumption during active cooling makes it difficult for 

small size devices to implement these cooling system architecture.  
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                                          Figure 1.9 DVFS Module Deployment  

Implementing the DVFS technique in cloud computing we can achieve significant 

reduction in power consumption in cloud computing servers and devices. Hence, we can 

conserve more power when task are being processed at lower voltage and frequency.   

  

1.3 Fog Computing    
  

Architecture of a system plays crucial role in its success. Fog computing makes the 

availability of the computing along with other services more faster speed to the devices in 

the same network fog computing architecture can be seen as a reliable way of providing 

services quickly along with the passing the broad network whose speed are mostly 

dependent on the carrier and network speed. It [29] is system or device level architecture 

that provides storage, control, networking functions to the users. This architecture avails to 

user low latency because of the nearby availability of the fog nodes. Fog nodes deployment 

is similar to cloud computing services like SaaS PaaS IaaS. Fog is mainly made up of the 

two inter related technologies. Cloudlets are the applications situated at the edge of network 

to provide the low latency in the device or system communication. Actually it is a fog node 

along with resources rich devices or system which is connected to the World Wide Web 

network. It mainly has total of the four attribute self-management, device power, low 

latency and some cloud services. In the hierarchical architecture cloudlets are located 

between the device cloudlets and cloud structure.  
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Mobile Edge Computing it is similar to mobile networking with in the wireless network. 

This architecture increases the cloud capabilities and information technology at the one end 

of the cellular network. There are many advantages of the fog computing as it provide 

compact devices geographical distribution along with mobility support. It provides low 

latency, location awareness and very much improvement in the quality of service.  

             

  

  

  

                                      Figure 1.10 Fog Computing Architecture  

More business agility and low operating cost. These important advantages of fog 

computing are very useful for the developer while designing and developing the 

applications.  
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                                                Figure 1.11 Fog computing  

  

  

  

some critical fog issues with the fog architecture is very useful still it has some of the issues 

associated with it. Some security based issues with fog. Many of the security issues are still 

faced with fog computing as fog node are present at the edge of network and very close to 

the operating devices in the cloud which includes user authentication at different gateway 
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level for example a device is connected and it had been allocated IP address and malicious 

user can easily change many configuration with this device and with false IP address can 

get access to admin configuration file. New approaches like minimum latency, network, 

bandwidth measurement, address security, collecting data securely across all the devices in 

the network and managing data processing effectively.  
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                                            CHAPTER 2   

                                 LITERATURE SURVEY    

Lin et al. [1] described methodology to enable mobile devices reduce power consumption 

using the algorithm in which mobile cloud computing in short MCC task scheduling is 

done. Algorithm creates a list of the task and make task schedule and after that it transfer 

the task to local unit to decrease the amount of power consumption. It check for the task 

that need that needed to be loaded to cloud and migrate other remaining tasks to the local 

unit and reduce the power consumed for processing all the task by calculating the execution 

time requirement and applying DVFS technique. This algorithm particularly optimizes the 

task on devices which are power backup from the battery source. This algorithm also uses 

other algorithm for the task migration in order to decrease scheduling delay while 

transferring the task to cloud.   

Guan et al [2] using layer based architecture devised EvGPU. It has two layer control 

architecture which help in better performance by the graphical processing unit and is best 

for use in the cloud gaming. As we know in the architecture there are two layers in the first 

layer proportional Integral controller PIC is integrated which make sure SLA and count the 

all the frames per seconds for each game based between the specified level of the threshold. 

The second layer of two layer control architecture controls the graphical processing unit 

frequency and manipulate through DVFS after analyzing the frame per second. This 

process reduces the power consumption.  

Jeyarani et al. [3] using pattern analyses power aware scheduler which check all the history 

of the arrivals tasks and after that it allocates the different resources. To reduces the power 

consumption and conserve power different policy are implemented like adaptive 

provisioning policy integrated with other policy like power aware allocation policy. Using 

these policy chip aware virtual machine is adjusted. Transition between sleep state and 

power saving is checked but still this organization of component methodology many times 

get failed to find the exact task requesting pattern.  
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 Quan et al. [4] in his finding researched and proposed methodology to optimize the 

allocation of the resources and transfer the task workload to the processing unit. Depending 

on the allocation of the resources and distribution of the workload the operating frequency 

of the core in processor. This whole process is done by moving the application with much 

more load server to other server which has less load with latest operating system and 

software in order to conserve higher amount of power. All the server which are not getting 

the service request are put to sleep mode.  

R.Jeyarani [5 proposed and mentioned a energy saving strategy which works in three 

phases. The task replication management use of the efficient algorithm to make changes in 

the servers cluster configuration and the machine state mode transition. It enables the 

energy management in more efficient way. Moreover in his performed experiment 

simulation proves that methodology is good for power conservation.  

Rajkumar Buyya [6], in his research work devise PAVMP. Using this total power used in 

all the servers together can be reduced to significantly higher amount as comparatively to 

the usage. This methodology never effect the system’s performance.  

 Liang Lua proposed [7] mentioned useful important tools which are necessary for the 

implementation of the simulator used for the energy conservation experiment DVFS 

technique is used for reducing the power conservation.    

Amrit pal Singh proposed [8] mentioned a policy approach in his methodology. Policy 

introduces a new way to dynamically allocate the virtual machine. As per user requirement 

methodology take the virtual machine to the server. This help in improving system perform 

along with the reduction in the power usage.  

Antomn Beloglzov [9] describe the information regarding the cloud and different services 

and resources served by the cloud environment. Author alos mentioned some virtual 

machine migration policies.  
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Hetal [10] introduces methodology in which host selction policy is introduced and two host 

are selected. Task mapping approach is used for the allocation of the virtual server for 

reducing the power usage further simulation experiment showed positive results regarding 

usage consumption,  

Nikzad babis [11] devised algorithm to scale the frequency using DVFS. Algorithm showed 

in the simulation that there was reduction in the amount of the power usage by the 

processor. A formulae is devised in his work to optimize the energy consumption and in 

the final optimal frequency is choosen for achieving the reduction in the power usage.  

[12] S. Nedachi [13] V. Valances showed methodology to achieve reduction in the energy 

consumption while sharing the large data files like video file chunks and other data from 

central data center server.  

In [14] A. feldmam [15] J Baly a described the methodology to efficiently distribute among 

users. Central user similar to peer to peer data transfer from central server and showed this 

methodology conserve more energy as compare to the other modals in which data is transfer 

among devices. Author also showed that due to different models used among different user 

devices there is significant increase in overall usage across all the devices used during the 

whole process.  

Author [16] [17] [18] proposed different architecture of cloud. These architecture cover the 

analysis of resources and implementing resource management efficiently and resolved 

many problems arises during transmission of data in the network.  

M.M. Alabbadi [19] showed that cloud devices and fog devices uses cloud and fog 

architecture together for completing their task and many devices are depended on the each 

other.  

R.Romana [20] described methodology to perform the analysis of all the information shared 

with the fog computing device inside the same network. It enable for the analytics done at 

global level using central data spread across the globe.  
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                                         CHAPTER 3   

                            PROBLEM DESCRIPTION    

With the increase in the number of the devices along with the speed at which these devices 

are expanding to the peoples around the globe. There arises a lot of issues some of which 

are security, privacy, services, demand which are still growing. Along with these there 

comes increase in the demand of the power usage because of these demands. There are 

many projects were implemented like hydro projects to overcome these issues. Still hydro 

projects are not feasible everywhere because it needs structure like river flowing through 

mountains where dams can be constructed or built to generate the electric power. 

Unavailability of resources leads to development of other resources like tidal energy, wind 

energy etc. These resources are covered under the green computing. Still the demand for 

the green computing is getting completed to overcome these many coal based architecture 

to generate electricity to generate electricity are used. Further these have issue like 

production of the carbon dioxide which plays crucial role in the greenhouse effect. At the 

large level these power technique are associated with millions of devices together can 

conserve large sum of power.   

  

Some crucial critical problems in cloud and fog computing resources:-  

1. Wastage of Power usage    

Absence of energy conservation technique in the devices results in the wastage of power 

and this further leads to growth of more power usage because of the power hungry devices.    

2. Use of Resources for no purpose   

    

It includes the selection of wrong devices or algorithm which require more power usage for 

completion of task which are not important.     
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3. Loss of Energy Loss     

Due to unwanted errors which cannot be removed using today’s technology there is loss of 

power usage in the devices.     

4. Higher Power Consumption    

Most of the computing resources uses the higher power consumption for the completion of 

the assigned workload. As the amount of power consumption increases a lot of energy is 

also wasted in the work of high around the computing devices.    

5. Less Task Processing Rates    

The task processing rate of the devices used for the cloud computing and devices used in 

the fog computing for the transfer of data is very less. 6. Loss of the critical data     

A lot of data is wasted because of the bugs or error caused during the processing or 

transferring of data in the devices.    

7. More Costing (in term of time and energy)     

As the demand for the energy increases and less processing and data transferring rate leads 

to increase the cost in term of time and energy used for completion of the task.    
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                                           CHAPTER 4    

                                  PROPOSED SOLUTION    

In this project we will review small servers (Nano data centers) presented in user end 

devices for hosting and distributing content and applications in a peer-to-peer (P2P) 

fashion. These small server saves the data locally and transfer the data to the main server 

along with all the important information. Our devised methodology check for service 

request from the different devices on the network and processes the information using the 

algorithm and apply the appropriate configuration and setting to the frequency of the 

processor to use the power usage more efficiently with much more fast data processing 

rate. After completion of the process main server also provide result and percentage of the 

improvement in the processing rate along with the time associated with it. The fog 

comprises of fog nodes. There are different points of view on energy consumption during 

the data storage and data distribution among the user end devices/nodes. In this project, we 

aim to collaborate the fog computing and cloud computing resources for achieving lower 

energy consumption across the computing resources. We will look for the different points 

and analyze small servers and the centralized server and making them using lower power 

consumption. We will take an end to end network architecture which contains all the 

network resources used for the fog computing. Finding the way network nodes transmit the 

data, access the data from the central network data center and the small data center. After 

that we will look for the different energy consumption models for data distribution in our 

end network. Using the best techniques, we will lower the power consumption among the 

different fog computing resources to achieve the maximum efficiency with lower power 

consumption.    
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                                                   CHAPTER 5   

                                 METHODOLOGY    

Implementation of DVFS contains installing the DVFS module.    

Various steps after installing the module for the implementing the DVFS.    

1. Initializing the Virtual Machine    

2. Creating the data center     

3. Create the host as the virtual machine is initialized and Nano Data Center are connected 

to host.   

Applying the technique to the virtual machine server and the host. Our devised 

methodology check for the different factors like time, data space, frequency used for the 

processor.    

Allocate cloudlets to the virtual machines. Set load after allocating cloudlets to virtual 

machines. Calculation of power consumption and time used at the regular time of interval. 

These interval are defined before starting the simulation. The underutilized host are 

detected. Switch off the underutilized host to lower power saving modes.    

The energy saving algorithm that we are take use in our project here is DVFS. This 

technique keep checking after regular interval of time whether any host has utilization less 

than the average workload set in the previous step. If any such host is found that host is 

send on the power saving mode of DVFS. DVFS also has a provision according to which, 

a host with 0% utilization changes its state to sleep mode or power off mode to save the 

energy.     
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Keeping eye on the energy consumption by fog computing resources and the data centers 

associated with the fog devices.  

Network topology for both Centralized Data Centers and Small Data Centers.    

                   

                          Figure 5.1 Topology of devices across the network  
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Network model for centralized data centers.    

  

                                          Figure 5.2 Topology of Cloud Servers  

Energy consumption models for network equipment.     

Energy consumed in Centralized Data Centers and small Data Centers.     

Measurement of the following data:-   

1. Traffic measurements.    

2. Power measurements.    

3. Energy consumption comparison.     
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                                                         CHAPTER 6   

                 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT    

   

 

  

                                    Fig. [c] DVFS Implementation Flow Diagram    

After the initialization of the simulation setup which include turning on all the virtual 

servers and the electronic devices on the network the devices start. Devices starts sending 

data to the devices start sending data to the Nano data center. Nano data center using the 

DVFS process the data and store the information at the local unit. After a specified interval 

of time the data is transferred to the main server where all the data is collected and 

                                

Creating the data center       

Allocate the cloudlets to Vm’s       

Apply the DVFS technique       

Analysis of proposed algorithm       

Initialize the virtual  machine       

Start       
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information is processed. Nano data center and the main server process the data with the 

DVFS configuration and setting and completes the task with much more improvement in 

the processing speed along with the reduction in the power usage.   

Topology of the network and network devices are generated using the software cisco packet 

tracer. All the electronics devices can be made to change their working state to work idle 

or turn off or sleep mode. Topology shows the arrangement of these devices using the fog 

architecture along with the services from the cloud server environment. Using the cloudsim 

framework the DVFS algorithm is implemented.   

Algorithm simulation is implemented using the JAVA Eclipse software. After the 

initialization of the simulation devices send request to turn on all the virtual device and 

start sending random data to the main server.  

                             

  

                                Figure 6.1 Initialization of Cloudlets  
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                                   Figure 6.2 Initialization of task in cloudlets  

  

                   

                                Figure 6.3 Task time measurement  
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                         Figure 6.4 Initialize Virtual Machines  

       

                                Figure 6.5 Initialize Virtual Servers  
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                                Figure 6.6 Turning off cloudlets after completion of task  

  

                          Figure 6.7 Simulation - Datacenter runtime data   
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                                         Figure 6.8 Summary of Simulation  

The energy saving algorithm that we are take use in our project here is DVFS. This 

technique keep checking after regular interval of time whether any host has utilization less 

than the average workload set in the previous step. If any such host is found that host is 

send on the power saving mode of DVFS. DVFS also has a provision according to which, 

a host with 0% utilization changes its state to sleep mode or power off mode to save the 

energy.     
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Simulation Results:                                         

  

  

                                           Figure 6.9 Simulation Result  

                                                

                                   Figure 6.10 Simulation Result Comparison   

Result shows when the DVFS Optimization is set to True and DVFS Mode is optimal the 

energy used by the virtual machine is lower.   
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                                            CHAPTER 7   

                                         CONCLUSION     

Using the advance algorithms we can measure the different like time, clock frequency of 

the processor during the service request and processing of the data in the processor. In this 

project we used different electronic devices and the sensor. These devices send the 

information is processed and then the useful information it send to the main server with 

regular interval of time. Moreover the simulation result showed for example as there are a 

lot of devices installed in Danielle Swanny’s hospital including the sensor’s device. Using 

our methodology the simulation showed there was reduction in power usage by the devices. 

If these technique all used at large global level we can achieve a lot of energy conservation 

leading to green computing.    

Hence, our simulation result showed there is reduction in the power usage among the 

devices we used.  
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                                          CHAPTER 8   

                                FUTURE WORK    

    

Cloud Computing is growing and its use is increasing from big organizations to the home 
user.   

This results in the increase in the demand of the cloud computing resources. With the 

introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT) use of the cloud computing emerged as 

backbone for these services.  

Advanced Scheduling Algorithm reduces the power consumption and increased the 

efficiency to a greater extent. This provides a vast area where further research can be done 

to make efficient user of the power consumption and processing power of the cloud servers.       
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